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Notes. 

Luke xxiv. 32 in Syriac. 

BY PROF. I. H. HALL, PH.D. 

I N the Proceedings of t!te American On'mtal Society of October, 
188o, pp. xxxvi., xxxvii., I have shown that the reading of the 

Curetonian Syriac, of" heavy" for "burning," in Luke xxiv. 32, said 
by Sqivener (Plain Introd. to N. T. Criticism, 2d eeL, p. 285 ; 3d 
ed., p. ,324) to be "a variation supported only by those precarious 
allies the Thebaic and (apparently) the American versions," is not 
only the Peshitto and the Harklensian reading, but the reading known 
and preferred by the Nestorian and Jacobite ecclesiastics, and the 
common one in use by the Syrians. Sundry conjectures have been 
indulged in as .to the Greek which underlay this variant; though it 
consists only in a point placed at the top of a letter instead of the 
bottom, making the letter rislt instead of dolatlz. But on examining 
the Peshitto, the origin of the first scribe's error is manifest. In verse 
2 5 of the same chapter, the same Syriac phrase (with the rislz) is used 
to render f3pa'8£1s Tij KapU<f ; and it was most natural for the Syrian 
scribe to suppose that the disciples, in verse 32, were repeating the 
same expression, and that the dolatlt in the translator's draught, or 
other correct copy, was probably an oversight. Of course the error 
is that of a copyist only; for · the translator, with the Greek before him, 
would not be misled. It is plain, too, that the Syriac word for" heavy" 
in verse 32, stands, in the Syriac mind, for an imaginary Greek f3pa'8E'ia, 

and for nothing else. The Syrian reader supposes the disciples to be 
repeating and applying to themselves the reproach of Christ uttered 
in verse 25 ; and it is not strange that the Syrians, when apprised of 
the true reading, should still prefer their common one of "heavy." 
See, on this point, Dr. Justin Perkins's Eiglzt Years in Persia, pp. 16, 

. q. A comparison of the Pcshitto rendering of Luke xxi. 34 (the 
phrase f3apYJ()wmv vfJ-Ivv a[ Kap'8{m) will throw a little more light on the 
general subject. 

It should be said, however, that the real error probably goes back 
to the time when the Syriac dolatlt and ris!t were indistingnishabk; and 
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that when the diacritic point came to he applied, it followed the com 
mon understanding, which chose what seemed to be the more ap 
propriate of two good senses. 

Job xix. 25-27. 

BY REV. ]. I. MO:\IBERT, D.D. 

IN the Journal for June and December, 1882, beginning p. 27, is 
a paper on this passage. The exact Greek text of the passage, as it 
stands in the printed editions of the Alexandrian and Vatican Manu
scripts, and in the Complutensian Polyglot, herewith supplied, may be 
useful for reference. 

A. Codex Alexandrimts (Baber), Lo11d. 182 r. 

OI~A rAP OTI AENAOO EOTIN 0 EK 

ATEIN ME MEAADN Elll rHO 

ANAOTHOEI .6-E MOT TO O!lMA To 

AN ANTAOTN TATTA" 

IIAPA rAP KT MOl TATTA OTNETEAEC8H 

A Ern EMATT!l OTNEIIIOTAMAr 

A 01 O<PE>AAMOI MOT EOPAKAOIN 

KAI OTK AAAOO IIANTA .6-E MOI 

OTNTETEAEOTAI EN KOAIIg 

B. Codex Vaticamts, RomCl!, 1871. 

OMA rAP OTl AENAOO EOTIN 0 EKAT 

EIN ME MEAA!lN 

Elll rHO ANAOTHOAl TO ~ERMA MOT 

TO ANANTAOTN TATTA 

IIAPA rAP KT TATTA MOl OTNETEAE08H 

A Ern EMATTfl OTNEIIIOTAMAl 
..,.,.., 

A 0 O<N5)AAl\100 MOT EOPAKEN KAl 

OTK AAAOO 

TIANTA .6-E MOl OTNTETEAEOTAl 

EN KOAII.Q 


